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Welcome to the new LSA Update! We've
updated our layout and format to make it
easier to keep up with LSA and linguistic news.

If you have any feedback, drop us an email.

LSA Office Move
On June 9, the LSA Secretariat will leave its location of 30

years for more spacious headquarters necessary to

accommodate our growing staff.  Our phone

(202-835-1714) and fax (202-835-1717) numbers and our

email addresses will not change.  Our new address will

be:

Linguistic Society of America

Archibald A. Hill Suite

522 21st Street, NW, Suite 120

Washington, DC  20006-5012

Annual Meeting abstract submission open;
announcing the 2017 Institute host
Abstract Submission is now open through July 31 for the

2016 Annual Meeting. See the 2016 Annual Meeting page

for more information about plenary speakers, hotel

reservations, and meeting registration rates. 
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Click here for the latest updates from the 2015 Linguistic

Institute at the University of Chicago.

New! The 2017 Linguistic Institute will take place at the

University of Kentucky in Lexington from July 5 through

August 1.

LSA Publications: Language postdoc, new S&P articles

Language, the LSA's flagship scholarly peer-reviewed journal, is seeking a postdoctoral
researcher to serve as an editorial and production assistant.  Read more ...

Four new articles have been published in the LSA's premier online open-access journal,
Semantics and Pragmatics. Read the latest research.

Slate of Candidates for LSA Elections

Preview the Slate of Candidates for LSA officers, at-large members of the Executive
Committee, and the Editor-in-chief of Language.  LSA members have until July 7 to
nominate additional candidates for any of these positions, or until July 1 to propose
amendments to the LSA Constitution and Bylaws.  

LSA Fellow Nominations

LSA members who have made distinguished contributions to the discipline may be
recognized as Fellows of the Linguistic Society of America.  Please consider nominating a
colleague for this honor. 

For more on LSA Fellows, including detailed nomination requirements, a description of the
election process, and a list of past Fellows, please click here.

New Special Interest Group: Linguistics Beyond Academia

The LSA is pleased to announce the creation of a new Special Interest Group, "Linguistics
Beyond Academia". This SIG works to raise awareness of and provide resources for
nontraditional career paths for linguists, including advising the LSA on the needs of its
non-academic membership.

The SIG is convened by Anna Marie Trester (FrameWorks Institute) and Anastasia Nylund
(Georgetown University).  Any LSA member may join the SIG by notifying either of the
convenors. 

Help the LSA Advocate for Linguistic Policy

institution or publication.

Please contact David
Robinson for details and
pricing.
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In the U.S. Congress, bills are being discussed which could affect NSF funding for
linguistics research, the preservation of Native American languages, and other areas
of linguistic interest. Learn more about these issues and join our new policy
listserv--and stay tuned for more information about the first-ever LSA Advocacy Day,
to be held in Washington, DC next January.

Linguistics In The News

Some of the most popular recent news articles on linguistic topics:

"Team Puts 'Weird' Grammar on the Map" (Futurity)
"Accent Tag Nation" (Schwa Fire)
"Review of 'Sleep Furiously'" (All Things Linguistic)

Other LSA Resources

The LSA maintains listings of conference announcements, grant opportunities, in memoriam notices, and
other news items of interest. Submit a listing.

LSA members can cause a portion of any purchase they make on Amazon.com to be donated to the LSA.
Learn more, or make a tax-deductible donation.

Visit the LSA website for information on other LSA resources, including the:

Women in Linguistics Mentoring Alliance (WILMA)
Linguistic Academic Depository
LSA Jobs Center

Please be advised that all correspondence directed to the LSA or its representatives may be made available to the
Western Historical Manuscript Collection (WHMC) as part of the official LSA Archive. Correspondents who wish for
their correspondence and/or related materials to remain confidential (and not placed in the archive), should mark
their materials conspicuously as “CONFIDENTIAL."

Please add, or ask your institution’s IT department to add, lsadc.org to your “Safe Senders” list to ensure that you
continue to receive e-mail notifications from the LSA.
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